This paper describe the CYUT-III system on grammar error detection in the 2016 NLP-TEA Chinese Grammar Error Detection shared task CGED. In this task a system has to detect four types of errors, including redundant word error, missing word error, word selection error and word ordering error. Based on the conditional random fields (CRF) model, our system is a linear tagger that can detect the errors in learners' essays. Since the system performance depends on the features heavily, in this paper, we are going to report how to integrate the collocation feature into the CRF model. Our system presents the best detection accuracy and Identification accuracy on the TOCFL dataset, which is in traditional Chinese. The same system also works well on the simplified Chinese HSK dataset.
Introduction
Chinese essay writing is hard for foreign learners, not only on the aspect of learning pictograph Chinese characters but also on that of learning Chinese grammar that has no strong syntax rules. An automatic grammar error detection system might help the learners to get instant feedback when they are writing an essay in a computer aided language learning environment (Shiue and Chen, 2016) .
In order to develop a grammar error detection system with the statistical natural language processing technology, developers need a large learner corpus (Chang et al., 2012) . However, currently there is no publicly available large leaner corpus in Chinese essay writing. That puts off the research in this field. The NLP-TEA workshop has been holding a Chinese Grammar Error Detection (CGED) shared task in the workshop for two years since 2014 (Lee et al. 2015) . They provides a set of learner corpus and a clear definition on 4 major Grammar error types in the foreign learner corpus. The shared tasks stimulated the research and drew many participants.
The goal of the shared task is to develop a system that can detect the four types of grammar errors in learner corpus. Comparing to the task definition of CGED in 2014 and 2015, the major difference in this year is the sentences might contain multiple errors. And the organizers provide two data sets: one is in traditional Chinese, the TOCFL dataset; the other is in simplified Chinese, the HSK dataset. Figure 1 and 2 are examples of the four error types, where redundant word is abbreviated 'R', missing word 'M', word selection error 'S', and word ordering error 'W'.
Based on the conditional random fields (CRF) model, we build a linear tagger that can detect the errors in learners' essays. The major improvement of our system is integrating the collocation feature into the CRF model. Since there is no publicly available Chinese collocation dataset, we will also report how we collect collocation.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes our methodology, section 3 shows our system architecture, section 4 is the discussion, and the final part is the conclusions. Example 3: Input: (sid=A2-0011-1) 我聽到你找到工作。恭喜恭喜！ Output: A2-0011-1, 2, 3, S A2-0011-1, 9, 9, M (Notes: "聽到" should be "聽說". Besides, a word "了" is missing. The correct sentence should be "我聽說你找到工作了") 
Methodology
Our system is based on the conditional random field (CRF) (Lafferty et al., 2001) . CRF model can cooperate with various kind of linguistic features. We believe that the word itself, its POS, and the appearance of collocation words or not are the major components. In our system, we use the template technology to generate 49 combinatorial features. The technology is briefly described in the following sub-sections.
Conditional Random Fields
CRF has been used in many natural language processing applications, such as named entity recognition, word segmentation, information extraction, and parsing. To perform different tasks, it requires different feature sets and labelled training data. The CRF can be regarded as a sequential labelling tagger. Given a sequence data X, the CRF can generate the corresponding label sequence Y based on the trained model. Each label Y is taken from a specific tag set, which needs to be defined in different tasks. X is a data sequence to be labelled, and output Y is a corresponding label sequence. While each label Y is taken from a tag set, how to define and interpret the label is a task-depended work for the developers. Mathematically, the model can be defined as:
where Z(X) is the normalization factor, f is a set of features, is the corresponding weight. In this task, X is the input sentence, and Y is the corresponding error type label. As in the previously work, we define the tag set as: {O, R, M, S, D}, corresponding to no error, redundant, missing, selection, and word ordering respectively (Chen et al., 2015) . Figure 3 shows a snapshot of our working file. The first column is the input sentence X, and the fourth column is the labelled tag sequence Y. The second column is the Part-of-speech (POS) of the word in the first column. The combination of words and the POSs will be the features in our system. The POS set used in our system is listed in Table 1 , which is a simplified POS set provided by CKIP 1 . Our system is built on the base of CRF++ (Kudo, 2007) , a linear-chain CRF model software developed by Kudo 2 . In the training phase, a training sentence is first segmented into terms. Each term is labelled with the corresponding POS tag and error type tag. Then our system uses the CRF++ leaning algorithm to train a model. The features used in CRF++ can be expressed by templates. The format of each template is %X [row, col] , where row is the number of rows in a sentence and column is the number of column as we shown in Figure 3 . The feature templates used in our system are the combination of terms and POS of the input sentences. All the templates are listed in Table 2 . An example on how a sentence is represented is given in Table 3 . For example, the first feature template is "Term+POS": if an input sentence contains the same term with the same POS, the feature value will be 1; otherwise the feature value will be 0. The second feature template is "Term+Previous Term": if an input sentence contains the same term bi-gram, the feature value will be 1; otherwise the feature value will be 0. 
Collocation
Collocation is useful lexicon knowledge for error correction in language learning (Ferraro et al., 2014) . In his computational linguistic research papers, Smadja defined that collocations has four characteristics (Smadja, 1993) . Firstly, collocations are arbitrary combinations of any lexicon, not syntactic or grammatical combinations. Secondly, collocations are domain depended, which means collocations are like terminology in one domain and it is hard to understand for outsider. Thirdly, collocations are recurrent, that means collocations are not exceptions, but rather often are repetitions in a given context. Lastly, collocations are cohesive lexical clusters, the presence of one word of a collocation often implies the rest of the collocation will appear in the context. (Manning and Schütze, 1999) defined that a COLLOCATION is an expression consisting of two or more words that correspond to some conventional way of idea delivering. And there are three characteristics. The first is the non-compositionality, i.e. the meaning of the expression cannot be predicted from the meaning of the parts. The second is the non-substitutability, i.e. substitute near-synonyms for the components of a collocation will not be a collocation. The last is the Non-modifiability that is collocations cannot be freely modified with additional lexical material or through grammatical transformations.
The collection of Chinese collocation pairs
In the experiments, two methods are used to collect collocation pairs. The first is to select manually some collocation pairs from publicly available printed collocation dictionaries. We collect 80,040 collocation pairs . The second method is to use T-score to determine if the pair in a corpus is collocation or not.
We extract collocation from 874 correct sentences provided by NLP-TEA2. After word segmentation and POS tagging, our system focuses on content words, i.e. nouns, verbs, adverbs and adjectives only. Using the T-test technic, our system extracts 7,746 collocation pairs from all possible 10,581 pairs. The null hypothesis is: two terms appears independently, not a collocation pair. The T-test formula is:
where x̅ is the sample mean, 2 is the sample variance, N is the sample size, and μ is the mean of the distribution. If the t statistic is above a threshold, we can reject the null hypothesis. The null hypothesis here is that the two words are independent (Manning and H. Schütze, 1999) . For example, in our corpus with total N=4869 terms, the frequency of the term "continue" is 7, the frequency for term " work" is 14, and the frequency of " continue work" is 4, then we can calculate the t-score as follows:
0 :P(continue work)=P(continue)*P(work)= This t value of 1.98994 is larger than 0.96817, the threshold we chose. So we can reject the null hypothesis that "continue work" occurs independently and it is a collocation.
For the second example, frequency of the term "Mother" is 9, the frequency for term "Taiwan" is 26, and the frequency of "Mother Taiwan" is 1, then we can calculate the t-score as follows: This t value of 0.95194 is not larger than 0.96817, the threshold we chose. So we cannot reject the null hypothesis that "Mother Taiwan" occurs independently and it is not a collocation. 
System architecture
Our system flowchart is shown in Figure 4 . The training phrase consists of two steps: 1. Collecting collocation. 2. Training the CRF with the help of collocation detection, word segmentation and POS tagging results. In the first training phrase, a large Chinese corpus is used as the training set. After the word segmentation and POS tagging, the corpus is used to collect collocations as we described in section 2.2. In the second training phrase, the collocations appeare in the same sentence or not is used as one separate feature for CRF tagger training. The test phrase is straightforward. The test sentence is first segmented into words with POS tag, after detecting the appearance of collocation terms or not, the sentence is prepared as the input of CRF model. The CRF model will give one output tag to each term. The tag indicate error detection, error type, and also error position at the same time. 
Experiments
The system evaluation metrics of CGED shared task includes three levels. We focus on the identification level: this level is a multi-class categorization problem. All error types should be identified, i.e., Redundant, Missing, Word ordering, and Selection. The metrics used are accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score.
Experiment Settings
We send respectively three runs for both data set this year, and the major difference for each experiment settings is the size of training set. Our system is based on traditional Chinese processing, the simplified Chinese is translated into traditional Chinse by Microsoft Word in advance. Our training data consists of data from NLP-TEA1 (Chang et al.,2012) Training Data, Test Data, and the Training Data from NLP-TEA2 and NLP-TEA3. Table 4 shows the number of sentences in our training set.
Run1 settings: Use all the available data as the training set. For TOCFL, the training set is the union of the training sets in the NLP-TEA1, NLP-TEA2, and TOCFL in NLP-TEA3. For HSK, the training set is the union of the one used for TOCFL and HSK in NLP-TEA3.
Run2 settings: Almost the same as those in Run1, the only difference is the correct sentences are excluded from the training set. We believe that they provide no help for finding errors.
Run3 settings: Almost the same as those in Run1. The difference is how our system treats the continuous errors. If two errors of the same type occurred continuously, our system will combine them as one longer error. For example, two errors of the same type:
A2-0019-1, 10, 12, S A2-0019-1, 13, 13, S will be reported as:
A2-0019-1, 10, 13, S. 
Experimental results
In the formal run of NLP-TEA-3 CGED shared task, there are 5 participants, and each team submits 3 runs in TOCFL, totally 15 runs. There are 8 participants in HSK, totally 21 runs. Table 5 shows the false positive rate. Our system has 0.082 false positive rate. The average of all runs is calculated from 15 runs for TOCFL and 21 runs for HSK. Table 6 , Table 7 , and Table 8 show the formal run result of our system compared with the average in Detection level, Identification level, and Position level respectively. Our system achieves the highest Accuracy in Detection Level(TOCFL) and Identification-Level (TOCFL). The numbers in boldface are the best performance among all formal runs. 
Discussion and Conclusions
This paper reports our approach to the NLP-TEA-3 CGED Shared Task evaluation. By integrating the collocation as an additional feature into CRF model, we build a system that can achieve the task. The approach uniformly deals with the four error types: Redundant, Missing, Selection, and Word ordering. Our system presents the best accuracy in detection level, best accuracy and F1 in identification level, and best recall and F1 in position-level at the TOCFL official run.
Due to the limitation of time and resource, our system is not tested under different experimental settings. In the future, we will use a larger corpus to extract more collocations to improve the performance on error diagnosis.
